
Threat Detection and Response has become a 

critical concern for today’s security teams so 

they can defend their organizations from 

exploitation by advanced threats. According to 

the 2016 Trustwave Global Security Report, it 

takes an average of 168 days to discover a 

cybersecurity breach. Advanced threats are 

bypassing traditional security measures and are 

compromising the integrity of IT environments at 

an alarming rate. In response to this trend, a new 

class of services known as Managed Detection 

and Response (MDR) have emerged from a 

growing list of specialty providers and forward 

thinking MSSPs. 

However, like with most emerging services, the challenge is to 
discover which capabilities best meet the specific needs of each 
business. This guide is designed to provide an overview of the 
common approaches currently being used by various providers as 

well as the key components of MDR, including those that leverage 
Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) technologies. Armed 
with this information, you will be able to make informed decisions 
about which MDR services and providers are right for you.
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“A proactive approach like this helps greatly reduce the amount of 
time an attacker goes undetected within a network and minimizes 

the damage they can do to your business operations“

– Chris Schueler, Senior Vice President of Managed Security Services
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Managed Detection & Response Defined 
It is important to understand that MDR is a much more comprehensive type of managed service than what you might be familiar with. 
In addition to 24x7x365 monitoring and notification, MDR services employ incident response and remediation capabilities that often 
include proactive threat hunting. In essence, MDR is focused on solving the broader challenges of threat detection and response 
comprehensively, by quickly identifying both known and unknown threats, rapidly validating their presence and spread within an 
organization, and then quickly eradicating the threat. The goal is to reduce the attacker dwell times by short-circuiting the kill chain, 
minimizing any potential damage done and shorten the cycle to remediation.

Traditional MSS offerings have typically been centered around the monitoring and detection piece, leaving it up to the customer to sort 
out threat hunting, response and remediation activities which can be extremely challenging in and of themselves. 

MDR services live in between traditional MSS offerings and classic Incident Response (IR) offerings which are typically done on site, 
whereas MDR services are usually supported remotely in real-time from a provider’s SOC.

Key benefits MDR services provide include:

• Real-time threat intelligence and behavioral analytics to 
uncover advanced threats which are typically missed by 
traditional perimeter and endpoint security technologies

• Rapid identification and containment of both known 
and unknown threats, minimizing attacker dwell times, 
significantly reducing time spent on remediation and 
reimaging activities

• Proactive threat hunting* techniques to validate the exact 
nature of the threat as well as its spread across the network 
or to multiple endpoints for positive containment

• Remote incident investigation and response removing  
latency at critical phases throughout the process to  
minimize damage done and ensure the threat has been  
fully eradicated so that the business can quickly be returned 
to steady state operation
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*  Threat hunting is a highly skilled, human centric activity that is focused on identifying malicious behavior, not a specific piece of code or malware. Threat hunting is about recognizing hostile behavior 
and terminating it quickly and is the anchor to any comprehensive MDR service.
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Evaluation of  Managed Detection & Response Providers 
On the surface, many MDR providers, as well as MSSPs, may appear to be performing similar functions in that they grab relevant log 
sources, push them to a cloud-based platform, and conduct some form of automated analysis, which is then assessed by a security 
analyst. If a threat is verified, the customer is then notified so that response and remediation process can accelerate. It’s the way 
in which all of this activity is performed and the level of support provided throughout that separates the truly value-added service 
providers and their offerings. 

Key questions to ask when evaluating MDR providers:

• Does the provider leverage their own, real-time threat 
intelligence or do they rely only upon open source or third 
party threat feeds?**

• Does the provider truly cover all aspects of MDR service 
delivery?

 - 24x7x365 monitoring and detection leveraging real-time 
threat intelligence and behavioral analytics (not outdated 
signatures or simple heuristics). 

 - Provide skilled threat hunters with malware and targeted 
campaign analysis experience, in addition to certified 
SOC analysts.

 - Deliver remote support for incident response operations 
as well as optional onsite support if needed.

 - Offer remote support for remediation activities as well 
as actionable advice on recovery and policy updates for 
security infrastructure or procedures.

When evaluating a MDR service provider it is key to uncover the technology stack that they deploy to support their service delivery. 
While some providers leverage a hybrid approach, typically they fall into one of two common approaches – network based detection 
or endpoint based detection. With network based detection methods, the provider typically relies upon log feeds from various 
infrastructure (netflow) devices and security devices to provide context for their monitoring and analysis. 

With endpoint detection methods an EDR (Endpoint Detection & Response) toolset is often used which requires the deployment of 
agents (also known as “sensors”) onto the endpoints for monitoring behaviors, processes, memory and registry modifications and 
user activity on laptops, desktops and servers.

Technology Stack Pros Cons

Network Based
Speed and ease of deployment 

Traffic pattern analysis & protocol anomalies

Reduced attacker visibility 

Log data consumption 

Limited response support

Endpoint Based

High fidelity monitoring

Remote tool set

Enables proactive threat hunting & response

Deployment costs

Endpoint overhead

 

**  This is a key differentiator due to the speed at which attackers change their toolsets and methods and also underscores the importance of threat hunting skills in tracking an attackers activities within 
your operations in real-time.
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It is also important to understand the qualitative differences between the two approaches of service delivery, as it has significant 
implications for the comprehensiveness of the MDR services being delivered. Network-based detection certainly has its benefits, chief 
among them are the speed and ease at which they can be deployed. Threat hunting is accomplished primarily by looking at log feeds 
from various devices as well as network traffic patterns for potential protocol anomalies or odd communications between devices 
across the network.

Network based threat detection provides a “top-down” view of the network and is extremely beneficial at finding packet level (network 
or protocol) related issues as well as potential IOCs which may be found in the log files themselves. However, the primary attack vectors 
typically employed today by various threat actors eventually manifest themselves on one or multiple endpoints and that’s where the maturing 
crop of EDR tools are emerging as the tool of choice for early detection of advanced threats.

EDR platforms provide much higher fidelity monitoring of the endpoints themselves offering the kind of visibility into an attackers’ 
actions that potential threats can be detected much earlier in the kill chain, before the attacker has the chance to embed themselves 
within your operations. These capabilities come by installing agent software on each monitored endpoint and then leveraging that 
presence for not only monitoring and detection, but a very broad range of remote response and remediation capabilities. 

Real-time response and remediation capabilities are other areas 
where EDR solutions have an advantage over the network based 
approaches because of number one, the presence they already 
have on the endpoint, and secondly, they often do not reside in 
user space on the host. These advantages gives the analyst an 
edge over attackers with a level of tamper-resistance many other 
tools cannot provide. 

Once a positive detection has been made, the EDR tool can 
then be used to proactively respond remotely on the customer’s 
behalf to stop the existing threat quickly, while hunting on other 
endpoints to uncover any additional lateral movements the 
attacker may have made. If additional indicators are found, the 
tool can then be used to remediate those endpoints remotely 
as well as through the execution of a process kill, automatic 
endpoint quarantine or file extraction. There is huge value to 
customers in this regard where the amount of reimaging of host 
systems by the IT team, typically post compromise, is greatly 
reduced if not eliminated completely.

Finally, the best of EDR solutions enable proactive threat hunting 
through the use of dynamic visualization of tools that assist 
the hunter with tracking an adversary’s activities quickly. This 
facilitates not only with rapid detection, but all of the follow on 
activities associated with response and remediation.

***  Today’s more sophisticated attacks are increasingly leveraging memory techniques, like DLL injection, never saving any files on the host system itself, thereby evading detection by the file system 
which may be monitored by AV software or other security routines. Make sure that the EDR toolset your provider is using has robust capabilities in this area.

Trustwave leverages CounterTack’s Endpoint Threat Platform to help deliver its 
MDR services worldwide

A key capability of an MDR providers toolset entails its 
ability to support the capacity to monitor a large number of 
endpoints in real-time, including:
• File, registry and memory changes

• Privilege escalations

• Network communications (outbound and inbound)

• Prevention of known threats

• USB activity

• Connected, correlated behaviors

• Running processes and memory based anomalies ***
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Summary
Advanced threats are evolving in real-time, so it’s vitally 
important that your MDR provider’s threat intelligence also be 
real-time.  With enhanced evasion techniques and highly skilled 
attackers, the timeliness of your provider’s threat intelligence 
as well as the advanced threat hunting skills to leverage that 
intelligence makes all the difference in protecting your business 
from compromise.

Beyond threat intelligence, look for a provider that has the 
size and scale to fully support your operations and integrate 
effectively with your team to enable and extend your capabilities. 
Ensure that the provider comprehensively covers all areas of 
MDR service delivery including;

 

• 24x7x365 monitoring, detection and response

• Skilled threat hunters and certified SOC analysts

• Remote and optional onsite IR support

• Remote remediation with actionable advice

• Employs state-of-the-art EDR tools

Preventing every exploit from occurring is not realistic in today’s 
threat environment however, preventing advanced threats from 
fully compromising your business is possible with the right 
combination of skilled people, real-time intelligence and select 
technologies from a global MSSP like Trustwave.  Talk with us 
today to learn more about what our suite of MDR services can 
do to extend your security operations and proactively defend 
your business.

For more information: www.trustwave.com
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